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Abstract
Let R be a compact, connected, orientable surface of genus g with p boundary components. Let
C(R) be the complex of curves on R and Mod∗
R
be the extended mapping class group of R. Suppose
that either g = 2 and p  2 or g  3 and p  0. We prove that a simplicial map λ :C(R) → C(R) is
superinjective if and only if it is induced by a homeomorphism of R. As a corollary, we prove that if
K is a finite index subgroup of Mod∗
R
and f :K → Mod∗
R
is an injective homomorphism, then f is
induced by a homeomorphism of R and f has a unique extension to an automorphism of Mod∗
R
. This
extends the author’s previous results about closed connected orientable surfaces of genus at least 3,
to the surface R.
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1. Introduction
Let R be a compact, connected, orientable surface of genus g with p boundary compo-
nents. The mapping class group, ModR , of R is the group of isotopy classes of orientation
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of ModR consisting of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms which preserve each boundary
component of R. The extended mapping class group, Mod∗R , of R is the group of isotopy
classes of all (including orientation reversing) homeomorphisms of R. Let C(R) be the
complex of curves on R. Assume that either g = 2 and p  2 or g  3 and p  0. The
main results of the paper are the following two theorems:
Theorem 1.1. A simplicial map, λ :C(R) → C(R), is superinjective if and only if λ is
induced by a homeomorphism of R.
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a finite index subgroup of Mod∗R and f be an injective homo-
morphism, f :K → Mod∗R . Then f is induced by a homeomorphism of the surface R (i.e.
for some g ∈ Mod∗R , f (k) = gkg−1 for all k ∈ K) and f has a unique extension to an
automorphism of Mod∗R .
These two theorems were proven for closed, connected, orientable surfaces of genus at
least 3 by the author in [3]. Theorem 1.1 and the complete description of injective homo-
morphisms from finite index subgroups to Mod∗R for surfaces of genus 2 with at most one
boundary component are given by the author in [4].
These theorems were motivated by the theorems of Ivanov and the theorem of Ivanov
and McCarthy, see [3]. For the surfaces that we consider in this paper, Theorem 1.1
generalizes Ivanov’s Theorem about automorphisms of complex of curves given in [5],
Theorem 1.2 generalizes Ivanov’s Theorem about automorphisms between finite index sub-
groups given in [5], and Ivanov and McCarthy’s Theorem about injective homomorphisms
given in [6] (when the surfaces are the same).
In Section 2, we give some properties of superinjective simplicial maps of the complex
of curves, C(R).
In Section 3, we prove that a superinjective simplicial map λ :C(R) → C(R), induces
an injective simplicial map on the complex of arcs, B(R), and by using this map we prove
that λ is induced by a homeomorphism of R. In Lemma 3.14 we prove that given a su-
perinjective simplicial map λ of C(R), if for every cut along a nonseparating curve c there
is a homeomorphism inducing the “restriction” λc of λ on the cut surface Rc, then there
is a homeomorphism of R inducing λ. This gives a proof of Ivanov’s “cutting argument”
which was used in [5].
In Section 4, we prove that if K is a finite index subgroup of Mod∗R and f :K → Mod∗R
is an injective homomorphism, then f induces a superinjective simplicial map of C(R) and
f is induced by a homeomorphism of R.
2. Superinjective simplicial maps of complexes of curves
Let R be a compact, connected, orientable surface of genus g with p boundary compo-
nents. We assume that either g = 2 and p  2 or g  3 and p  0. Since our main results
have already been proven for g  3 and p = 0 in [3], we will assume that p > 0 when
g  3 throughout the paper.
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is said to be nontrivial (or essential) if it does not bound a disk and it is not homotopic to
a boundary component of R. Let C be a collection of pairwise disjoint circles on R. The
surface obtained from R by cutting along C is denoted by RC . A nontrivial circle a on R
is called (k,m)-separating (or a (k,m) circle) if the surface Ra is disconnected and one
of its components is a genus k surface with m boundary components where 1  k  g,
1  m  p + 1. If Ra is connected, then a is called nonseparating. Let A denote the set
of isotopy classes of nontrivial circles on R. The geometric intersection number i(α,β) of
α,β ∈A is the minimum number of points of a ∩ b where a ∈ α and b ∈ β .
The complex of curves, C(R), on R, introduced by Harvey [2], is an abstract simplicial
complex with vertex set A such that a set of n vertices {α1, α2, . . . , αn} forms an n − 1
simplex if and only if α1, α2, . . . , αn have pairwise disjoint representatives.
Definition. A simplicial map λ :C(R) → C(R) is called superinjective if the following con-
dition holds: if α,β are two vertices in C(R) such that i(α,β) = 0, then i(λ(α),λ(β)) = 0.
In this section, we show some properties of superinjective simplicial maps of C(R). The
proofs of the Lemmas 2.1–2.4 are similar to the proofs of the corresponding lemmas in the
closed case which are given in [3]. So, we will only state them here.
Lemma 2.1. A superinjective simplicial map λ :C(R) → C(R) is injective.
Lemma 2.2. Let α,β be two distinct vertices of C(R), and let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a su-
perinjective simplicial map. Then α and β are connected by an edge in C(R) if and only if
λ(α) and λ(β) are connected by an edge in C(R).
Let P be a set of pairwise disjoint circles on R. P is called a pair of pants decomposition
of R, if RP is a disjoint union of genus zero surfaces with three boundary components, pairs
of pants. A pair of pants of a pants decomposition is the image of one of these connected
components under the quotient map q :RP → R together with the image of the boundary
components of this component. The image of the boundary of this component is called the
boundary of the pair of pants. A pair of pants is called embedded if the restriction of q to
the corresponding component of RP is an embedding. An ordered set (a1, . . . , a3g−3+p) is
called an ordered pair of pants decomposition of R if {a1, . . . , a3g−3+p} is a pair of pants
decomposition of R.
Lemma 2.3. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Let P be a pair of
pants decomposition of R. Then λ maps the set of isotopy classes of elements of P to the
set of isotopy classes of elements of a pair of pants decomposition P ′ of R.
Let P be a pair of pants decomposition of R. Let a and b be two distinct elements in P .
a is called adjacent to b w.r.t. P iff there exists a pair of pants in P which has a and b on
its boundary.
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of elements of P . Let α,β ∈ [P ]. We say that α is adjacent to β w.r.t. [P ] if the represen-
tatives of α and β in P are adjacent w.r.t. P . By Lemma 2.3, λ gives a correspondence
on the isotopy classes of elements of pair of pants decompositions of R. λ([P ]) is the set
of isotopy classes of elements of a pair of pants decomposition which corresponds to P ,
under this correspondence.
Lemma 2.4. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Let P be a pair of
pants decomposition of R. Then λ preserves the adjacency relation for two circles in P , i.e.
if a, b ∈ P are two circles which are adjacent w.r.t. P and [a] = α, [b] = β , then λ(α),λ(β)
are adjacent w.r.t. λ([P ]).
Let P be a pair of pants decomposition of R. A curve x ∈ P is called a 4-curve in P , if
there exist four distinct circles in P , which are adjacent to x w.r.t. P .
Lemma 2.5. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Let a be a (k,1)-
separating circle on R where 2  k  g. Let R1,R2 be the subsurfaces of R s.t. R1 has
genus k and has a as its boundary, and R2 = R \ R1 ∪ a. Let a′ ∈ λ([a]). Then a′ is a
(k,1)-separating circle and there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R s.t. R′1 has genus k and
has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ a′, λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1) and λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2).
Proof. Let a be a (k,1)-separating circle on R and 2  k  g. Let R1 be the subsurface
of R of genus k which has a as its boundary and R2 = R \ R1 ∪ a. If k = 2, we choose
a pair of pants decomposition P1 = {a1, a2, a3, a4} of R1 as shown in Fig. 1(i) and then
complete P1 ∪ {a} to a pair of pants decomposition P of R in any way we like. If k  3,
we choose a pair of pants decomposition P1 = {a1, a2, . . . , a3k−2} of R1 and then complete
P1 ∪ {a} to a pair of pants decomposition P of R such that each of ai is a 4-curve in P for
i = 1,2, . . . ,3k − 2 and a, a1, a3 are the boundary components of a pair of pants of P1. In
Fig. 1(ii), we show how to choose P1 when k = 4. In the other cases, when k = 3 or k  5,
a similar pair of pants decomposition of R1 can be chosen.
Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′i be the
representative of λ([ai]) which is in P ′, for i = 1, . . . ,3k − 2, and a′ be the representative
of λ([a]) which is in P ′. Let P ′1 = {a′1, a′2, . . . , a′3k−2}. By using Lemma 2.4 and following
the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [3], we can see that a′ is a (k,1)-separating circle, there exist
subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R s.t. R′1 has genus k and has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \ R′1 ∪ a′
Fig. 1. Pants decompositions.
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(P ′1 ∪ a′). Since P1,P ′1 are pants decompositions of R1,R′1 respectively, P2,P ′2 are pants
decompositions of R2,R′2 respectively.
Now, let α be a vertex in C(R1). Either α ∈ [P1] or α has a nonzero geometric inter-
section with an element of [P1]. In the first case, clearly λ(α) ∈ C(R′1) since elements of[P1] correspond to elements of [P ′1] ⊆ C(R′1). In the second case, since λ preserves zero
and nonzero geometric intersection (since λ is superinjective) and α has zero geometric
intersection with the elements of [P2] and [a], and nonzero intersection with an element
of [P1], λ(α) has zero geometric intersection with elements of [P ′2] and [a′], and nonzero
intersection with an element of [P ′1]. So, λ(α) ∈ C(R′1). Hence, λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1). The
proof of λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2) is similar. 
Lemma 2.6. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Then λ sends the
isotopy class of a nonseparating circle to the isotopy class of a nonseparating circle.
Proof. Let c be a nonseparating circle. Let us choose a separating (2,1) circle, a on R s.t.
c is in the genus 2 subsurface, R1, bounded by a. The curve c can be completed to a pants
decomposition P1 = {a1, a2, a3, a4} on R1 where a4 = c as in Fig. 1(i). We can complete
P1 ∪ {a} to a pair of pants decomposition, P , on R in any way we like. Let P ′ be a pair of
pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′i be the representative of λ([ai])
which is in P ′, for i = 1, . . . ,4, and a′ be the representative of λ([a]) which is in P ′. Let
P ′1 = {a′1, a′2, a′3, a′4}. By Lemma 2.5, a′ is a (2,1) separating circle bounding a subsurface,
say R′1, and P ′1 is a pants decomposition on R′1. By using the adjacency relation between
the elements of P ′1 ∪ {a′} it is easy to see that a′4 ∈ λ([c]) is a nonseparating circle. 
For every 4-curve x in a pants decomposition P , there exist two pairs of pants A(x) and
B(x) of P having x as one of their boundary components. Let C(x) = A(x) ∪ B(x). The
boundary of C(x) consists of four distinct curves, which are adjacent to x w.r.t. P .
Lemma 2.7. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Then λ sends the
isotopy class of a (0,3)-separating circle to the isotopy class of a (0,3)-separating circle.
Proof. Let c be a (0,3)-separating circle. A (0,3)-separating circle exists if the number of
boundary components, p, of R, is at least 2. So, we assume that p  2. If p = 2, then it is
easy to see that a circle is a (0,3)-separating circle iff it is a (g,1) separating circle on R.
Since c is a (0,3) separating circle, c is a (g,1) separating circle on R. By Lemma 2.5,
λ([c]) has a (g,1) representative which is a (0,3)-separating circle on R.
Let a be a (g,1)-separating circle on R which is disjoint from c. Let R1 be a subsurface
of R of genus g having a as its boundary and R2 = R \ R1 ∪ a. Let us choose a pair of
pants decomposition P1 of R1 as in Lemma 2.5. If the g = 2 we choose P1 as in Fig. 1(i),
if g  3, we choose P1 as in Fig. 1(ii).
Assume that p = 2n for some n ∈ N and n 2.
(i) If n = 2, then we choose a pants decomposition P on R s.t. P = P1 ∪{a, c, c1} where
c1 is a (0,3) curve in P . Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) =
[P ′]. Let a′, c′, c′ be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([c]), λ([c1]) in P ′ respectively. Let1
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P ′2 = {c′, c′1}. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g and 0
respectively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R\R′1 ∪a′ and P ′2 is a pants decomposition
for R′2. By using Lemma 2.4, we can see that R′1 ∪C(a′) is a genus g surface having c′, c′1
as its boundary components. Since R′1 ∪C(a′) contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition
of R, each of c′, c′1 has to be a (0,3) curve.
(ii) If n > 2, then we choose a pants decomposition P on R s.t. P = P1 ∪ {a, c, b1, . . . ,
bn−2, c1, . . . , cn−1} where, b1, . . . , bn−2 are 4-curves and c1, . . . , cn−1 are (0,3) curves
in P , as shown in Fig. 2 (for g = 4,p = 8). In the other cases, a similar pair of pants
decomposition of R can be chosen. Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that
λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′i be the representative of λ([ai]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . ,3g − 2, a′, c′ be
the representatives of λ([a]), λ([c]) in P ′ respectively, b′i be the representative of λ([bi])
in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n− 2, c′i be the representative of λ([ci]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Let
P ′1 = {a′1, a′2, . . . , a′3g−2}, P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ {a′}).
By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g and 0 respec-
tively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ a′ and P ′1,P ′2 are pants decompositions
for R′1,R′2 respectively. By using Lemma 2.4, we can see that R′1 ∪C(b′1)∪· · ·∪C(b′n−2) is
a genus g surface having c′, c′1, . . . , c′n−1 as its boundary components. Since R′1 ∪C(b′1)∪· · · ∪ C(b′n−2) contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition of R, each of c′, c′1, . . . , c′n−1
has to be a (0,3) curve. Hence, c′ is a (0,3) curve.
Assume that p = 2n+ 1 for some n ∈ N and n 1.
(i) If n = 1, then P = P1 ∪ {a, c} is a pants decomposition on R. Let P ′ be a pair
of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′, c′ be the representatives
of λ([a]), λ([c]) in P ′ respectively. Let P ′2 = {c′}. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3, there exist
subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g and 0 respectively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary,
R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ a′ and P ′2 is a pants decomposition for R′2. The curve c′ lies in R′2, and any
curve on R′2 is a (0,3) curve on R.
(ii) If n = 2, then we choose a pants decomposition P on R s.t. P = P1 ∪ {a, c, c1, b1}
where b1, c1 are as in Fig. 3. Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that
λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′, c′, c′1, b′1 be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([c]), λ([c1]), λ([b1])
in P ′ respectively. Let P ′2 = {c′, c′1, b′1}. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3, there exist subsurfaces
R′1,R′2 of R of genus g and 0 respectively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ a′
and P ′2 is a pants decomposition for R′2. By using Lemma 2.4, we can see that R′1 ∪ C(a′)
is a genus g surface having c′, b′1 as its boundary components. Since b1 is adjacent to c1
in P , b′ is adjacent to c′ in P ′. Thus there exists a pair of pants Q having b′ and c′ on its1 1 1 1
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boundary. Since R′1 ∪ C(a′) ∪ Q contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition of R, each
of c′, c′1 has to be a (0,3) curve.
(iii) If n > 2, then we choose a pair of pants decomposition P on R s.t. P =
P1 ∪ {a, c, b1, . . . , bn−1, c1, . . . , cn−1} where P1 is a pair of pants decomposition as be-
fore, b2, . . . , bn−1 are 4-curves, b1 is a 3-curve and c1, . . . , cn−1 are (0,3) curves in P as
shown in Fig. 3 (for g = 4,p = 7). Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that
λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′i be the representative of λ([ai]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . ,3g − 2, a′, c′ be
the representatives of λ([a]), λ([c]) in P ′ respectively, b′i be the representative of λ([bi])
in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, c′i be the representative of λ([ci]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Let P ′1 = {a′1, a′2, . . . , a′3g−2}, P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ {a}). Let R′1,R′2 be the subsurfaces of R of
genus g and 0 respectively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \R′1 ∪a′ and P ′2 is a pants
decomposition for R′2. By using Lemma 2.4, we can see that R′1 ∪ C(b′2) ∪ · · · ∪ C(b′n−1)
is a genus g subsurface having c′, c′2, c′3, . . . , c′n−1, b′1 as its boundary components. Notice
that b′1 is adjacent to b′2, c′2 in P ′ and b′2, c′2 live in R′1 ∪ C(b′2) ∪ · · · ∪ C(b′n−1). Since
b1 is adjacent to c1 w.r.t. P , there is a pair of pants Q having b′1 and c′1 on its boundary.
R′1 ∪ C(b′2) ∪ · · · ∪ C(b′n−1) ∪ Q is a genus g subsurface having c′, c′1, c′2, . . . , c′n−1 as its
boundary components. Since R′1 ∪C(b′2)∪· · ·∪C(b′n−1)∪Q contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants
decomposition of R, each of c′, c′1, . . . , c′n−1 has to be a (0,3) curve. Hence, c′ is a (0,3)
curve. 
Let α,β be two distinct vertices in C(R). We call (α,β) to be a peripheral pair in C(R)
if they have disjoint nonseparating representatives x, y respectively such that x, y and a
boundary component of R bound a pair of pants in R.
Lemma 2.8. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map and (α,β) be a pe-
ripheral pair in C(R). Then (λ(α),λ(β)) is a peripheral pair in C(R).
Proof. Let x, y be disjoint nonseparating representatives of α,β respectively such that x, y
and a boundary component of R bound a pair of pants in R.
We will first prove the lemma when g  3. Let a be a (g − 1,1)-separating circle which
is disjoint from x and y. Let R1 be a subsurface of R of genus g − 1 having a as its
boundary and R2 = R \ R1 ∪ a. Let us choose a pair of pants decomposition P1 of R1 as
in Lemma 2.5 (notice that P1 was chosen depending on g in Lemma 2.5).
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Assume that p = 1. We have that P = P1 ∪{a, x, y} is a pair of pants decomposition on
R (see Fig. 4(i)). Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let
a′, x′, y′ be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([x]), λ([y]) in P ′ respectively. Let P ′1 be the
set of elements in P ′ which corresponds to P1, and let P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ {a′}). Since g  3,
by Lemma 2.5, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g − 1 and 1 respectively s.t.
R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ a′ and P ′2 = {x′, y′} is a pants decomposition for
R′2. Since a is adjacent to x and y w.r.t. P in R2, a′ has to be adjacent to x′ and y′ w.r.t. P ′
in R′2. So, there exists a pair of pants Q in R′2 which has a′, x′, y′ on its boundary. R′1 ∪Q
is a genus g − 1 surface with two boundary components x′, y′. Since R′1 ∪ Q contains
P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition of R, and R is a genus g surface with 1 boundary
component, there has to be a pair of pants having x′, y′ and the boundary component of R
on its boundary. This proves the lemma when p = 1.
Assume that p = 2. We have that P = P1 ∪ {a, x, y, z} (see Fig. 4(ii)) is a pair of
pants decomposition on R where z is a nonseparating curve, a, x, z are the boundary com-
ponents of a pair of pants, and ([y], [z]) is a peripheral pair. Let P ′ be a pair of pants
decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let a′, x′, y′, z′ be the representatives of
λ([a]), λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]) in P ′ respectively. Let P ′1 be the set of elements in P ′ which
corresponds to P1, and let P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ {a′}).
By Lemma 2.5, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g−1 and 1 respectively s.t.
R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \ R′1 ∪ a′ and P ′2 = {x′, y′, z′} is a pants decomposition
for R′2. Since a is adjacent to x and z w.r.t. P in R2, a′ has to be adjacent to x′ and z′
w.r.t. P ′ in R′2. So, there exists a pair of pants Q in R′2 which has a′, x′, z′ on its boundary.
R′1 ∪Q is a genus g − 1 surface with two boundary components x′, z′. Since x is adjacent
to y in R2, x′ is adjacent to y′ in R′2. So, there exists a pair of pants T having x′, y′
on its boundary. R′1 ∪ Q ∪ T is a genus g − 1 surface with three boundary components.
Let w be the boundary component of T which is different from z′, y′. Since R′1 ∪ Q ∪ T
contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition of R, and z′ and y′ are nonseparating circles
by Lemma 2.6, w is a boundary component of R. This proves the lemma for p = 2.
Assume that p = 2n+ 1 and n 1.
(i) If n = 1, we choose a pants decomposition P on R s.t. P = P1 ∪ {a, x, y, z, c1}
where z is a 4-curve, c1 is a (0,3) curve in P , a, x, z bound a pair of pants in P and z, y, c1
bound a pair of pants in P . Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) =
[P ′]. Let a′, x′, y′, z′, c′1 be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]), λ([c1]) in
P ′ respectively. Let P ′1 be the set of elements in P ′ which corresponds to P1, and let
P ′ = {x′, y′, z′, c′ }.2 1
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By Lemma 2.5, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g − 1 and 1 respectively
s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \ R′1 ∪ a′ and P ′2 = {x′, y′, z′, c′1} is a pants decom-
position for R′2. Since a is adjacent to x and z w.r.t. P in R2, a′ has to be adjacent to x′
and z′ w.r.t. P ′ in R′2. So, there exists a pair of pants Q in R′2 which has a′, x′, z′ on its
boundary. R′1 ∪ Q is a genus g − 1 surface with two boundary components x′, z′. Since z
is adjacent to y and c1 w.r.t. P , z′ is adjacent to y′ and c′1 w.r.t. P ′ in R′2. So, there exists
a pair of pants T in R′2 which has z′, y′, c′1 on its boundary. R′1 ∪ Q ∪ T is a genus g − 1
surface with three boundary components x′, y′, c′1. Since c1 is a (0,3) curve in P , c′1 is a
(0,3) curve by Lemma 2.7. Since R′1 ∪Q∪T contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition
of R, there has to be a pair of pants containing x′, y′ and a boundary component of R as
its boundary components.
(ii) If n > 1, we choose a pair of pants decomposition P on R such that P = P1 ∪
{a, x, y, z, b1, . . . , bn−1, c1, . . . , cn} where z, b1, . . . , bn−1 are 4-curves and c1, . . . , cn are
(0,3) curves in P and a, x, z bound a pair of pants in P . In Fig. 5(i), we show how to
choose P when g = 5,p = 7. In the other cases, a similar pair of pants decomposition of
R can be chosen. Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′].
Let a′, x′, y′, z′ be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]) in P ′ respectively,
b′i be the representative of λ([bi]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and c′i be the representative
of λ([ci]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n. Let P ′1 be the set of elements in P ′ which corresponds to
P1, and let P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ {a′}).
By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2 of R of genus g − 1 and 1
respectively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R\R′1 ∪a′ and P ′2 is a pants decomposition
for R′2. We can see that R′1 ∪ C(z′) ∪ C(b′1) ∪ · · · ∪ C(b′n−1) is a genus g − 1 surface
having x′, y′, c′1, . . . , c′n as its boundary components. Since c1, . . . , cn are (0,3) curves
in P , c′1, . . . , c′n are (0,3) curves by Lemma 2.7. Since R′1 ∪C(z′)∪C(b′1)∪· · ·∪C(b′n−1)
contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition of R, there has to be a pair of pants containing
x′ and y′ and a boundary component of R as its boundary components.
Assume that p = 2n, and n  2. Let us choose a pants decomposition P on R s.t.
P = P1 ∪ {a, x, y, z, b1, . . . , bn−1, c1, . . . , cn−1} where, z, b2, . . . , bn−1 are 4-curves, b1 is
a 3-curve and c1, . . . , cn−1 are (0,3) curves in P . In Fig. 6(i), we show how to choose P
when g = 5,p = 6. Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′].
Let a′, x′, y′, z′ be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]) in P ′ respectively,
b′i be the representative of λ([bi]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, c′i be the representative of
λ([ci]) in P ′ for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Let P ′ be the set of elements in P ′ which corresponds to1
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P1, and let P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ {a′}). By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3, there exist subsurfaces R′1,R′2
of R of genus g − 1 and 1 respectively s.t. R′1 has a′ as its boundary, R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ a′ and
P ′2 is a pants decomposition for R′2.
(i) If n = 2, V = R′1 ∪ C(z′) is a genus g − 1 surface having x′, y′, b′1 as its boundary
components. Since b1 is adjacent to c1 w.r.t. P , b′1 is adjacent to c′1 w.r.t. P ′, so there
exists a pair of pants Y in R \ V s.t. Y contains b′1, c′1 on its boundary. Since c1 is a (0,3)
curve in P , c′1 is a (0,3) curve by Lemma 2.7. Since V ∪ Y contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants
decomposition of R, and x′ and y′ are nonseparating circles, there has to be a pair of pants
containing x′ and y′ and a boundary component of R as its boundary components.
(ii) If n > 2, we can see that W = R′1 ∪C(z′)∪C(b′2)∪ · · · ∪C(b′n−1) is a genus g − 1
surface having x′, y′, c′2, . . . , c′n−1, b′1 as its boundary components. Since b1 is adjacent to
c1 w.r.t. P , b′1 is adjacent to c′1 w.r.t. P ′, so there exists a pair of pants Y in R \ W s.t. Y
contains b′1, c′1 on its boundary. Since c1, . . . , cn−1 are (0,3) curves in P , c′1, . . . , c′n−1 are
(0,3) curves by Lemma 2.7. Since W ∪ Y contains P ′ and P ′ is a pants decomposition of
R, and x′ and y′ are nonseparating circles, there has to be a pair of pants containing x′ and
y′ and a boundary component of R as its boundary components. This proves the lemma
when g  3.
When g = 2 the proof is similar. We have p  2 in this case. Instead of using a
separating curve a, we use pair of pants decompositions as given (for special cases) in
Figs. 5(ii) and 6(ii). By the proof of Lemma 2.5, there are pairwise disjoint representatives
a′1, a′2, z′, x′ of λ([a1]), λ([a2]), λ([z]), λ([x]) and a subsurface R′1 of genus 1 with two
boundary components x′ and z′ such that x′, a′1, a′2 bound a pair of pants in R′1, and z′, a′1,
a′2 bound a pair of pants in R′1. We follow the proof of the case when g  3. 
Let M be a sphere with k holes and k  5. A circle a on M is called an n-circle if
a bounds a disk with n holes on M where n 2. If a is a 2-circle on M , then there exists
up to isotopy a unique nontrivial embedded arc a′ on the two-holed disk component of
Ma joining the two holes in this disk. If a and b are two 2-circles on M such that the
corresponding arcs a′, b′ can be chosen to meet exactly at one common end point, and
α = [a], β = [b], then {α,β} is called a simple pair. A pentagon in C(M) is an ordered 5-
tuple (α1, α2, α3, α4, α5), defined up to cyclic permutations, of vertices of C(M) such that
i(αj ,αj+1) = 0 for j = 1,2, . . . ,5 and i(αj ,αk) = 0 otherwise, where α6 = α1. A vertex
in C(M) is called an n-vertex if it has a representative which is an n-circle on M . Let M ′
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the above notions and the corresponding notions in [7]. Using this isomorphism, we can
restate a theorem of Korkmaz as follows:
Theorem 2.9 ((Korkmaz [7])). Let M be a sphere with n holes and n 5. Let α,β be two
2-vertices of C(M). Then {α,β} is a simple pair iff there exist vertices γ1, γ2, . . . , γn−2 of
C(M) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) (γ1, γ2, α, γ3, β) is a pentagon in C(M),
(ii) γ1 and γn−2 are 2-vertices, γ2 is a 3-vertex and γk and γn−k are k-vertices for 3 
k  n2 ,(iii) {α,γ3, γ4, γ5, . . . , γn−2}, {α,γ2, γ4, γ5, . . . , γn−2}, {β,γ3, γ4, γ5, . . . , γn−2}, and {γ1,
γ2, γ4, γ5, . . . , γn−2} are codimension-zero simplices.
Lemma 2.10. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Then λ sends the
isotopy class of a (k,m)-separating circle to the isotopy class of a (k,m)-separating circle
where 1 k  g, 1m<p.
Proof. Let α = [a] where a is a (k,m)-separating circle where 1 k  g, 1m<p.
Case 1: Assume the genus of R is at least 3. The curve a separates a subsurface of genus
at least 2. So, it is enough to consider the cases when k  2. If m = 1, then the lemma
follows by Lemma 2.5. Assume that m 2. Let R1 be a subsurface of R of genus k with
m boundary components which has a as one of its boundary components. Let us choose a
pair of pants decomposition P1 = {a1, a2, . . . a3k−3, b1, . . . , bm} of R1 where a1, . . . , a3k−3
are 4-curves and (bi, bi+1) is a peripheral pair for i = 1, . . . ,m − 1 as shown in Fig. 7(i)
(for k = 3,m = 5). We complete P1 ∪ {a} to a pair of pants decomposition P of R in any
way we like. By Lemma 2.3, we can choose a pair of pants decomposition, P ′, of R such
that λ([P ]) = [P ′].
Let a′i be the representative of λ([ai]) which is in P ′ for i = 1, . . . ,3k − 3 and a′ be the
representative of λ([a]) which is in P ′. Let b′i be the representative of λ([bi]) which is in P ′
for i = 1, . . . ,m. Since ai is a 4-curve in P , for i = 1, . . . ,3k − 3, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1,
a′i is a 4-curve in P ′, for i = 1, . . . ,3k−3. Since (bi, bi+1) is a peripheral pair, (b′i , b′i+1) is
a peripheral pair for i = 1, . . . ,m − 1 by Lemma 2.8. There exist distinct pair of pants Qi
which has bi, bi+1 and a boundary component of R on its boundary for i = 1, . . . ,m−1. It
Fig. 7. (i) A (3,5) circle a, (ii) A (1,3) circle a, (iii) A (1,2) circle a.
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m boundary components having a′ on the boundary. All the other boundary components
of this subsurface are boundary components of R. Hence, a′ is a (k,m) separating curve.
Case 2: Assume the genus of R is 2 and the number of boundary components is at
least 2. If a separates a subsurface of genus 2, then the proof is similar to the proof of
case 1. Assume that a separates a subsurface of genus 1. Since the number of boundary
components is at least 2, a separates a subsurface of genus 1 with at least 2 boundary
components. We will consider the following two cases:
(i) a separates a subsurface N of genus 1 with at least 3 boundary components. We will
give the proof when a is a (1,3) circle. The proofs of the remaining cases are similar. Let
N and x, y, c be as shown in Fig.7(ii). We complete {a, x, y, c} to a pair of pants decom-
position P of R. Let P ′ be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′].
Let a′, x′, y′, c′ be the representatives of λ([a]), λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([c]) in P ′ respectively.
Since (x, y) and (c, y) are peripheral pairs, (x′, y′) and (c′, y′) are peripheral pairs by
Lemma 2.8. There exist distinct pair of pants Q1,Q2 such that Q1 has x′, y′ and a bound-
ary component of R on its boundary, and Q2 has c′, y′ and a boundary component of R
on its boundary. There exists also a pair of pants Q3 which has x′, a′, c′ on its boundary
since x′ is adjacent to a′ and c′ w.r.t. P ′. It is easy to see that Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ Q3 is a genus
1 subsurface with 3 boundary components having a′ as one of its boundary components
and all the other boundary components of this subsurface are boundary components of R.
Hence, a′ is a (1,3) separating curve.
(ii) Each connected component of Ra is a genus 1 surface with 2 boundary components.
Let us choose a pair of pants decomposition P = {x, y, z, a3, b} on R where the curves
are as in Fig. 7(iii). Note that b and a have geometric intersection 2, algebraic 0. Let P ′
be a pair of pants decomposition of R such that λ([P ]) = [P ′]. Let x′, y′, z′, a′3, b′ be the
representatives of λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]), λ([a3]), λ([b]) in P ′ respectively. Since (x, y) and
(a3, z) are peripheral pairs, (x′, y′) and (a′3, z′) are peripheral pairs by Lemma 2.8. There
exist distinct pair of pants Q′1,Q′2 such that Q′1 has x′, y′ and a boundary component of R
on its boundary, and Q′2 has a′3, z′ and a boundary component of R on its boundary. Since
x′ is adjacent to a′3 and b′ w.r.t. P ′, and y′ is adjacent to z′ and b′ w.r.t. P ′, there exist also
distinct pair of pants Q′3 and Q′4 having x′, a′3, b′ and y′, z′, b′ on their boundary respec-
tively. It is easy to see that R = Q′1 ∪ Q′2 ∪ Q′3 ∪ Q′4 and there exists a homeomorphism
χ : (R,x, y, b, z, a3) → (R,x′, y′, b′, z′, a′3), i.e. P and P ′ are topologically equivalent.
Let a1, a2, t,w be as shown in Fig. 7(iii). Let Q2 be the pair of pants in P , with bound-
ary components z, a3 and a boundary component of R. Let M be the subsurface of R
bounded by x, y, t, a3. M is a sphere with four holes. Let M˜ be the subsurface of R
bounded by x, y, t,w and the boundary component of R which is on the boundary of Q2.
M˜ is a sphere with five holes.
Let t ′ = χ(t) and w′ = χ(w). Let M ′ be the subsurface of R bounded by x′, y′, t ′, a′3.
M ′ is a sphere with four holes. Let M˜ ′ be the subsurface of R bounded by x′, y′, t ′,w′ and
the boundary component of R which is on the boundary of Q′2. M˜ ′ is a sphere with five
holes.
Since x, y, t,w are essential circles in R, the essential circles on M˜ are essential in R.
Similarly, since x′, y′, t ′,w′ are essential circles in R, the essential circles on M˜ ′ are
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of C(R) in such a way that the isotopy class of an essential circle in M˜ or in M˜ ′ is
identified with the isotopy class of that circle in R. Now, suppose that α is a vertex in
C(M˜). With this identification, α is a vertex in C(R), α has a representative in M˜ and
i(α, [x]) = i(α, [t]) = i(α, [w]) = i(α, [y]) = 0. There are two possibilities: (i) α = [b]
or α = [a3], (ii) i(α, [b]) = 0 or i(α, [a3]) = 0. Since λ is injective, λ(α) is not equal
to any of [x′], [t ′], [w′], [y′]. Since λ is superinjective, i(λ(α), [x′]) = i(λ(α), [t ′]) =
i(λ(α), [w′]) = i(λ(α), [y′]) = 0 and there are two possibilities (i) λ(α) = [b′] or λ(α) =
[a′3], (ii) i(λ(α), [b′]) = 0 or i(λ(α), [a′3]) = 0. This shows that a representative of λ(α)
can be chosen in M˜ ′. Hence, λ maps the vertices of C(R) that have essential representa-
tives in M˜ to the vertices of C(R) that have essential representatives in M˜ ′ (i.e. λ maps
C(M˜) ⊆ C(R) to C(M˜ ′) ⊆ C(R)). Similarly, λ maps C(M) ⊆ C(R) to C(M ′) ⊆ C(R).
Let γ1, γ2, γ3 be the isotopy classes of a1, a2, a3 in M˜ respectively. It is easy to see that
{[b], [a]} is a simple pair in M˜ , (γ1, γ2, [b], γ3, [a]) is a pentagon in C(M˜), γ1 and γ3 are
2-vertices, γ2 is a 3-vertex, and {[b], γ3}, {[b], γ2}, {[a], γ3} and {γ1, γ2} are codimension-
zero simplices of C(M˜).
Since λ is superinjective and x′, y′, t ′,w′ are essential circles, we see that (λ(γ1),
λ(γ2), λ([b]), λ(γ3), λ([a])) is a pentagon in C(M˜ ′). Since M˜ ′ is a sphere with five
holes, every vertex in C(M˜ ′) is a 2-vertex and a 3-vertex. Therefore λ(γ1) is a 2-vertex
in C(M˜ ′), λ(γ3) is a 2-vertex in C(M˜ ′) and λ(γ2) is a 3-vertex in C(M˜ ′). Since λ is an in-
jective simplicial map {λ([b]), λ(γ3)}, {λ([b]), λ(γ2)}, {λ([a]), λ(γ3)} and {λ(γ1), λ(γ2)}
are codimension-zero simplices of C(M˜ ′). Hence, by Theorem 2.9, {λ([b]), λ([a])} is
a simple pair in M˜ ′. Let a′ be a representative of λ([a]) in the interior of M ′ such
that i(λ([b]), λ([a]) = |b′ ∩ a′|. It is easy to see that there exists a homeomorphism
θ : (R,x, y, b, a, a3, z) → (R,x′, y′, b′, a′, a′3, z′) and a′ is a (1,2) circle. This proves the
lemma for case 2, (ii). 
Lemma 2.11. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Let t be a (k,m)-
separating circle on R where 1  k  g, 1  m < p separating R into two subsurfaces
R1,R2. Let t ′ ∈ λ([t]). Then t ′ is a (k,m)-separating circle, t ′ separates R into two sub-
surfaces R′1,R′2 such that λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1) and λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2).
Proof. Let t be a (k,m)-separating circle where 1  k  g, 1  m < p. Let R1,R2 be
the distinct subsurfaces of R of genus k and g − k respectively which come from the
separation by t . Let t ′ ∈ λ([t]). By Lemma 2.10, t ′ is a (k,m)-separating circle. As we
showed in the proof of Lemma 2.10, there is a pair of pants decomposition P1 of R1, and
P1 ∪ {t} can be completed to a pair of pants decomposition P of R such that a set of
curves, P ′1, corresponding (via λ) to the curves in P1, can be chosen such that P ′1 is a pair
of pants decomposition of a subsurface that has t ′ as a boundary component and all the
other boundary components of this subsurface are boundary components of R. Let R′1 be
this subsurface. Let R′2 = R \R′1 ∪ t ′. A pairwise disjoint representative set, P ′, of λ([P ])
containing P ′1 ∪ {t ′} can be chosen. By Lemma 2.3, P ′ is a pair of pants decomposition
of R. Let P2 = P \ (P1 ∪ t) and P ′2 = P ′ \ (P ′1 ∪ t ′). We have that P2,P ′2 are pair of
pants decompositions of R2,R′2 respectively as P1,P ′1 are pair of pants decompositions of
R1,R
′ respectively.1
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section with an element of [P1]. In the first case, clearly λ(α) ∈ C(R′1) since elements of[P1] correspond to elements of [P ′1] ⊆ C(R′1). In the second case, since λ preserves zero
and nonzero geometric intersection (since λ is superinjective) and α has zero geometric
intersection with the elements of [P2] and [t], and nonzero intersection with an element
of [P1], λ(α) has zero geometric intersection with elements of [P ′2] and [t ′], and nonzero
intersection with an element of [P ′1]. So λ(α) ∈ C(R′1). Hence, λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1). The
proof of λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2) is similar. 
Lemma 2.12. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Then λ preserves
topological equivalence of ordered pairs of pants decompositions of R (i.e. for a given
ordered pair of pants decomposition P = (c1, c2, . . . , c3g−3+p) of R, and a corresponding
ordered pair of pants decomposition P ′ = (c′1, c′2, . . . , c′3g−3+p) of R where [c′i] = λ([ci])
∀i = 1,2, . . . ,3g − 3 +p, there exists a homeomorphism H :R → R such that H(ci) = c′i∀i = 1,2, . . . ,3g − 3 + p).
Proof. Let P be a pair of pants decomposition of R and A be a nonembedded pair of pants
in P . The boundary of A consists of the circles x, y where x is a 1-separating circle on
R and y is a nonseparating circle on R. Let R1 be the subsurface of R of genus g − 1
with p + 1 boundary components which has x as one of its boundary component and
let R2 be the subsurface of R of genus 1 which is bounded by x. Let P1 be the set of
elements of P \ {x} which are on R1 and P2 be the set of elements of P \ {x} which are
on R2. P1,P2 are pair of pants decompositions of R1,R2 respectively. So, P2 = {y} is
a pair of pants decomposition of R2. By Lemma 2.11, there exists a 1-separating circle
x′ ∈ λ([x]) and subsurfaces R′1,R′2, of R, of genus g − 1 and 1 respectively such that
λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1) and λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2). Since [P1] ⊆ C(R1), we have λ([P1]) ⊆ C(R′1).
Since [P2] ⊆ C(R2), we have λ([P2]) ⊆ C(R′2). Since λ preserves disjointness, we can see
that a set, P ′1, of pairwise disjoint representatives of λ([P1]) disjoint from x′ can be chosen.
By counting the number of curves in P ′1, we can see that P ′1 is a pair of pants decomposition
of R′1. Similarly, a set, P ′2, of pairwise disjoint representatives of λ([P2]) disjoint from x′
can be chosen. By counting the number of curves in P ′2, we can see that P ′2 is a pair of pants
decomposition of R′2. Since P2 has one element, y, P ′2 has one element. Let y′ ∈ P ′2. Since
x′, y′ correspond to x, y respectively and y and y′ give pair of pants decompositions on R2
and R′2 (which are both nonembedded pairs of pants) and x and x′ are the boundaries of
R2 and R′2, we see that λ “sends” a nonembedded pair of pants to a nonembedded pair of
pants.
Let B be an embedded pair of pants of P . Let x, y, z be the boundary components of
B . There are three cases to consider:
(i) At least one of x, y or z is a separating circle.
(ii) All of x, y, z are nonseparating circles.
(iii) Exactly one of x, y, z is a boundary component of R and the other two are nonsepa-
rating circles.
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Let R1,R2 be the distinct subsurfaces of R of genus k and g − k respectively which comes
from separation by x. W.l.o.g. assume that y, z are on R2. Let x′ ∈ λ([x]). By Lemma 2.11,
x′ is a (k,m) circle separating R into subsurfaces, R′1,R′2, of genus k and g−k respectively
such that λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1) and λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2).
(a) If y and z are nontrivial circles, then, since y ∪ z ⊆ R2, λ({[y], [z]}) ⊆ C(R′2). Let
y′ ∈ λ([y]), z′ ∈ λ([z]) such that {x′, y′, z′} is pairwise disjoint. Let P ′ be a set of
pairwise disjoint representatives of λ([P ]) which contains x′, y′, z′. P ′ is a pair of
pants decomposition of R. Since x is adjacent to y and z w.r.t. P , x′ is adjacent to y′
and z′ w.r.t. P ′ by Lemma 2.4. Since x′ ∪y′ ∪z′ ⊆ R′2, and x′ is a boundary component
of R′2, there is an embedded pair of pants in R′2 which has x′, y′, z′ on its boundary.
(b) If each of y and z is a boundary component of R, then x is a (0,3)-separating circle.
By Lemma 2.7, there exists x′ ∈ λ([x]) s.t. x′ is a (0,3)-separating circle. So, there
is an embedded pair of pants which has x′ and two boundary components of R on its
boundary.
(c) W.l.o.g. assume that y is a boundary component of R, and z is a separating circle. We
have that z is a (k,m+1) circle. By using Lemma 2.11, it is easy to see that there exist
z′ ∈ λ([z]) and an embedded pair of pants which has x′, z′ and a boundary component
of R on its boundary.
Hence, λ “sends” an embedded pair of pants to an embedded pair of pants in case (i).
Case (ii): We can find a nonseparating circle w and a (2,1)-separating circle t on R
such that the elements in {x, y, z,w} are pairwise disjoint and x, y, z,w are on a genus 2
subsurface, R1, that t bounds as shown in Fig. 8. Let P1 = {x, y, z,w}. P1 is a pair of pants
decomposition of R1. We can complete P1 ∪ {t} to a pants decomposition P of R.
Let R2 be the subsurface of R of genus g − 2 which is not equal to R1 and that comes
from separation by t . By Lemma 2.11, there exist a (2,1)-separating circle t ′ ∈ λ([t])
separating R into two subsurfaces, R′1,R′2, of genus 2 and g − 2 respectively such that
λ(C(R1)) ⊆ C(R′1) and λ(C(R2)) ⊆ C(R′2). Since P1 ⊆ R1, λ([P1]) ⊆ C(R′1). We can
choose a set, P ′1, of pairwise disjoint representatives of λ([P1]) on R′1. P ′1 is a pair of
pants decomposition of R′1. We can choose a pairwise disjoint representative set, P ′, of
λ([P ]) containing P ′1. P ′ is a pair of pants decomposition of R. Let x′, y′, z′,w′ ∈ P ′1 be
the representatives of λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]), λ([w]) respectively. Since t is adjacent to z
and w w.r.t. P , t ′ is adjacent to z′ and w′ w.r.t. P ′ by Lemma 2.4. Since t ′ ∪ z′ ∪ w′ ⊆ R′1
and t ′ is the boundary of R′1, there is an embedded pair of pants in R′1 which has t ′, z′,w′
Fig. 8. Nonseparating circles, x, y, z, bounding a pair of pants.
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x, y w.r.t. P , z′ is adjacent to x′, y′ w.r.t. P ′. Since z′ is on the boundary of a pair of pants
which has w′, t ′ on its boundary, and z′ is adjacent to x′, y′, there is a pair of pants having
x′, y′, z′ on its boundary. So, λ “sends” an embedded pair of pants bounded by x, y, z to
an embedded pair of pants bounded by x′, y′, z′ in this case too.
Case (iii): W.l.o.g. assume that z is a boundary component of R and x, y are nonseparat-
ing circles. So ([x], [y]) is a peripheral pair. By Lemma 2.8, (λ([x]), λ([y])) is a peripheral
pair. Let x′, y′ be disjoint representatives of λ([x]), λ([y]) respectively. There exists a pair
of pants having x′, y′ and a boundary component of R on its boundary. Hence, in this case
also λ “sends” an embedded pair of pants to an embedded pair of pants.
Now, assume that P = (c1, c2, . . . , c3g−3+p) is an ordered pair of pants decomposi-
tion of R. Let c′i ∈ λ([ci]) such that the elements of {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′3g−3+p} are pairwise
disjoint. P ′ = (c′1, c′2, . . . , c′3g−3+p) is an ordered pair of pants decomposition of R. Let
(B1,B2, . . . ,Bm) be an ordered set of the connected components of RP . By the argu-
ments given above, there is a corresponding, “image”, ordered collection of pairs of pants
(B ′1,B ′2, . . . ,B ′m). Nonembedded pairs of pants correspond to nonembedded pairs of pants
and embedded pairs of pants correspond to embedded pairs of pants. By the classifica-
tion of surfaces there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism hi :Bi → B ′i for all
i = 1, . . . ,m. The proof of the lemma follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 in [3]. 
Remark. Let E be an ordered set of vertices of C(R) having a pairwise disjoint represen-
tative set E. E can be completed to an ordered pair of pants decomposition, P , of R. We
can choose an ordered pairwise disjoint representative set, P ′, of λ([P ]) by Lemma 2.3.
Let E′ be the elements of P ′ which correspond to the elements of E. By Lemma 2.12, P
and P ′ are topologically equivalent as ordered pants decompositions. Hence, the set E and
E′ are topologically equivalent. So, λ gives a correspondence which preserves topological
equivalence on a set which has pairwise disjoint representatives.
By using Lemma 2.10 and following the proof of Lemma 3.9 in [3], we can prove the
following lemma. This lemma will be used to see some more properties of superinjective
simplicial maps.
Lemma 2.13. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Let α, β be two
vertices of C(R). If i(α,β) = 1, then i(λ(α),λ(β)) = 1.
3. Induced map on complex of arcs
An embedded arc i on R is called properly embedded if ∂i ⊆ ∂R and i is transversal
to ∂R. i is called nontrivial (or essential) if i cannot be deformed into ∂R in such a way
that the endpoints of i stay in ∂R during the deformation. If a and b are two disjoint arcs
connecting a boundary component of R to itself, a and b are called linked if their end points
alternate on the boundary component. Otherwise, they are called unlinked. The complex of
arcs, B(R), on R is an abstract simplicial complex. Its vertices are the isotopy classes of
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nontrivial properly embedded arcs i in R. A set of vertices forms a simplex if these vertices
can be represented by pairwise disjoint arcs.
In this section, we assume that λ :C(R) → C(R) is a superinjective simplicial map. Let
V(R) be the set of vertices of B(R). We prove that λ induces a map λ∗ :V(R) → V(R) with
certain properties. We prove that λ∗ extends to an injective simplicial map λ∗ :B(R) →
B(R).
The proofs of Lemma 3.1–3.5 are similar to the proofs of the corresponding lemmas
given in [3]. So, we do not prove these lemmas here. We only state them.
Lemma 3.1. Let a and b be two disjoint arcs on R connecting two distinct boundary
components, ∂i, ∂j , of R. Let N be a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂1 ∪ ∂2 in R. Then
(N,a, b) ∼= (S24 , ao, bo) where S24 is a standard sphere with four holes and ao, bo are arcs
as shown in Fig. 9(i).
Lemma 3.2. Let a and b be two disjoint arcs which are unlinked, connecting one boundary
component ∂i of R to itself. Let N be a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i on R. Then
(N,a, b) ∼= (S24 , ao, bo) where ao, bo are the arcs drawn on a standard sphere with four
holes, S24 , as shown in Fig. 9(ii).
Lemma 3.3. Let a and b be two disjoint arcs on R such that a connects one boundary
component ∂i of R to itself for some k = 1, . . . , p and b connects the boundary components
∂i and ∂j of R where i = j . Let N be a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂j . Then
(N,a, b) ∼= (S24 , ao, bo) where ao, bo are the arcs drawn on a standard sphere with four
holes, S24 , as shown in Fig. 9(iii).
Lemma 3.4. Let a and b be two disjoint arcs. Suppose that a connects ∂i to ∂j and b
connects ∂i to ∂k where ∂i , ∂j , ∂k are three distinct boundary components. Let N be a
regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂j ∪ ∂k . Then (N,a, b) ∼= (S24 , ao, bo) where ao, bo
are the arcs drawn on a standard sphere with four holes, S24 , as shown in Fig. 9(iv).
Lemma 3.5. Let a and b be two disjoint, linked arcs connecting one boundary component
∂i of R to itself for i = 1, . . . , p. Let N be a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i . Then
(N,a, b) ∼= (Σ21 , ao, bo) where Σ21 is a standard surface of genus one with two boundary
components, and ao, bo are as shown in Fig. 9(v).
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By using the following lemmas, we see some more properties of λ.
Lemma 3.6. Let α, β be two vertices in C(R) which have representatives with geometric
intersection 2 and algebraic intersection 0 on R. Then λ(α) and λ(β) have representatives
with geometric intersection 2 and algebraic intersection 0 on R.
Proof. Let h,v be representatives of α,β with geometric intersection 2 and algebraic
intersection 0 on R. W.l.o.g. assume that h and v do not intersect the boundary compo-
nents of R. Let N be a regular neighborhood of h ∪ v in Int(R). N is a sphere with four
boundary components. Let c, x, y, z be boundary components of N such that there exists a
homeomorphism ϕ : (N, c, x, y, z,h, v) → (No, co, xo, yo, zo, ho, vo) where No is a stan-
dard sphere with four holes having co, xo, yo, zo on its boundary and ho, vo (horizontal,
vertical) are two circles as indicated in Fig. 10. Note that none of c, x, y, z bounds a disk
on R.
Let A = {c, x, y, z}. Any two elements in A which are isotopic in R bound an annulus
on R. Let B be a set of essential circles consisting of a core from each annulus which is
bounded by elements in A, circles in A which are not isotopic to any other circle in A,
and v. We can extend B to a pants decomposition P of R. Since either g = 2 and p  2 or
g  3 and p > 0, there are at least four pairs of pants of P . Note that {v} is a pair of pants
decomposition of N . Each pair of pants of this pants decomposition of N is contained in
exactly one pair of pants in P . So, there is a pair of pants Q of P such that the interior of Q
is disjoint from N and Q has at least one of c, x, y, z as one of its boundary components.
We will give the argument for the case when Q has y on its boundary, all the boundary
components of Q are essential circles in R, and c is the only boundary component of
N which is not an essential circle on R. The proof of the other cases follows by similar
arguments.
Since c is not essential, c and a boundary component, say ∂1, of R bound an annulus A.
Let M = N ∪ A. M is a regular neighborhood of h ∪ v. Let T be a regular neighborhood,
in Q, of the boundary components of Q other than y. Let t,w be the boundary compo-
nents of T which are in the interior of Q. The curves y, t,w bound an embedded pair of
pants O in Q. Let M˜ = M ∪ O . We can extend No to N˜o and find a homeomorphism
ϕ˜ : (M˜, ∂1, x, y, z,h, v, t,w) → (N˜o, co, xo, yo, zo, ho, vo, to,wo) where N˜o is as shown in
Fig. 11.
Using Lemma 2.12, we can choose pairwise disjoint representatives x′, y′, z′, v′, t ′,w′
of λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]), λ([v]), λ([t]), λ([w]) respectively s.t. there exists a subsurface
M˜ ′ of R and a homeomorphism χ : (M˜ ′, ∂i, x′, y′, z′, v′, t ′,w′) → (N˜o, co, xo, yo, zo, vo,
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to,wo) for some boundary component ∂i of R. Since i([h], [v]) = 0 and λ is superinjective,
we have, i(λ([h]), λ([v])) = 0. A representative h′ of λ([h]) can be chosen such that h′ is
transverse to v′, h′ does not intersect any of ∂i, x′, y′, z′, and i(λ([h]), λ([v])) = |h′ ∩ v′|.
Since i(λ([h]), λ([v])) = 0, h′ intersects v′. Hence, h′ is in the sphere with four holes
bounded by ∂i, x′, y′, z′ in M˜ ′.
M˜ and M˜ ′ are spheres with five holes in R. Since x, z, t,w are essential circles in R, the
essential circles on M˜ are essential in R. Similarly, since x′, z′, t ′,w′ are essential circles
in R, the essential circles on M˜ ′ are essential in R. Furthermore, we can identify C(M˜)
and C(M˜ ′) with two subcomplexes of C(R) in such a way that the isotopy class of an
essential circle in M˜ or in M˜ ′ is identified with the isotopy class of that circle in R. Now,
suppose that α is a vertex in C(M˜). With this identification, α is a vertex in C(R) and α has
a representative in M˜ . So i(α, [x]) = i(α, [t]) = i(α, [w]) = i(α, [z]) = 0. There are two
possibilities: (i) α = [v] or α = [y], (ii) i(α, [v]) = 0 or i(α, [y]) = 0. Since λ is injective,
λ(α) is not equal to any of [x′], [t ′], [w′], [z′]. Since λ is superinjective, i(λ(α), [x′]) =
i(λ(α), [t ′]) = i(λ(α), [w′]) = i(λ(α), [z′]) = 0. There are two possibilities: (i) λ(α) = [v′]
or λ(α) = [y′], (ii) i(λ(α), [v′]) = 0 or i(λ(α), [y′]) = 0. A representative of λ(α) can be
chosen in M˜ ′. Hence, λ maps the vertices of C(R) that have essential representatives in M˜
to the vertices of C(R) that have essential representatives in M˜ ′ (i.e. λ maps C(M˜) ⊆ C(R)
to C(M˜ ′) ⊆ C(R)). Similarly, λ maps C(M) ⊆ C(R) to C(M ′) ⊆ C(R).
It is easy to see that {[h], [v]} is a simple pair in M˜ . By Theorem 2.9, there exist vertices
γ1, γ2, γ3 of C(M˜) such that (γ1, γ2, [h], γ3, [v]) is a pentagon in C(M˜), γ1 and γ3 are
2-vertices, γ2 is a 3-vertex, and {[h], γ3}, {[h], γ2}, {[v], γ3} and {γ1, γ2} are codimension-
zero simplices of C(M˜).
Since λ is superinjective and x′, t ′,w′, z′ are essential circles, we can see that
(λ(γ1), λ(γ2), λ([h]), λ(γ3), λ([v])) is a pentagon in C(M˜ ′). By Lemma 2.12, λ(γ1) and
λ(γ3) are 2-vertices, and λ(γ2) is a 3-vertex in C(M˜ ′). Since λ is an injective simplicial map
{λ([h]), λ(γ3)}, {λ([h]), λ(γ2)}, {λ([v]), λ(γ3)} and {λ(γ1), λ(γ2)} are codimension-zero
simplices of C(M˜ ′). By Theorem 2.9, {λ([h]), λ([v])} is a simple pair in N˜ ′. Since λ([h])
has a representative, h′, in M ′, such that i(λ([h]), λ([v]) = |h′ ∩ v′| and {λ([h]), λ([v])}
is a simple pair in M˜ ′, there exists a homeomorphism χ : (M ′, ∂i, x′, y′, z′, h′, v′) →
(No, co, xo, yo, zo, ho, vo). 
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components of R. Let y, z,m,n be essential circles on R such that there exists a subsur-
face N of R and a homeomorphism ϕ : (N, c, x, y, z,m,n) → (No, co, xo, yo, zo,mo,no)
where No is a standard torus with two boundary components, co, xo, and yo, zo, mo,no
are circles as shown in Fig. 12(i). Then there exist c′, x′, two simple closed curves,
and y′ ∈ λ([y]), z′ ∈ λ([z]),m′ ∈ λ([m]), n′ ∈ λ([n]),N ′ ⊆ R and a homeomorphism
χ : (N ′, c′, x′, y′, z′,m′, n′) → (No, co, xo, yo, zo,mo,no).
Proof. If both c and x are essential circles, then the proof follows from Lemma 4.7 in [3],
substituting Lemma 2.12 above for the corresponding lemma in [3].
Since the genus of R is at least 2, both of c and x cannot be boundary components
of R. W.l.o.g. assume that x is essential and c is a boundary component of R. We can
complete {x, y, z} to a pair of pants decomposition, P , of R. Since {y, z} gives a pair of
pants decomposition on N , by using Lemma 2.12 we can see that there exists a subsur-
face N ′ ⊆ R which is homeomorphic to No and there are pairwise disjoint representatives
x′, y′, z′ of λ([x]), λ([y]), λ([z]) respectively and a homeomorphism φ :N ′ → No where
φ : (N ′, ∂i, x′, y′, z′) → (No, co, xo, yo, zo) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By Lemma 2.13, we
have the following:
i
([m], [z])= 1 ⇒ i(λ([m]), λ([z]))= 1, i([n], [z])= 1 ⇒ i(λ([n]), λ([z]))= 1,
i
([m], [y])= 1 ⇒ i(λ([m]), λ([y]))= 1, i([n], [y])= 1 ⇒ i(λ([n]), λ([y]))= 1,
i
([m], [x])= 0 ⇒ i(λ([m]), λ([x]))= 0, i([n], [x])= 0 ⇒ i(λ([n]), λ([x]))= 0,
i
([m], [n])= 0 ⇒ i(λ([m]), λ([n]))= 0.
Let c′ = ∂i . There are representatives m1 ∈ λ([m]), n′ ∈ λ([n]) such that |m1 ∩ y′| =
|m1 ∩ z′| = 1, |m1 ∩ c′| = |m1 ∩ x′| = 0, |n′ ∩ y′| = |n′ ∩ z′| = 1, |n′ ∩ c′| = |n′ ∩ x′| =
|m1 ∩ n′| = 0 with all intersections transverse.
Since φ is a homeomorphism, we have |φ(m1)∩ φ(n′)| = 0, |φ(n′)∩ yo| = 1, |φ(n′)∩
zo| = 1, |φ(n′)∩co| = |φ(n′)∩xo| = 0 = |φ(m1)∩co| = |φ(m1)∩xo| = 0, |φ(m1)∩yo| =
|φ(m1)∩ zo| = 1.
Let us choose parallel copies y1, y2 of yo and z1, z2 of zo as shown in Fig. 12(ii)
so that each of them has transverse intersection one with φ(m1) and φ(n′). Let P1,P2
be the pair of pants with boundary components co, yo, zo, and xo, y2, z2 respectively.
Fig. 12. Circles on torus with two boundary components.
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{z1, z2} respectively. By the classification of isotopy classes of families of properly embed-
ded disjoint arcs in pairs of pants, φ(m1)∩P1, φ(m1)∩P2, φ(n′)∩P1 and φ(n′)∩P2 can
be isotoped to the arcs mo∩P1,mo∩P2, no∩P1, no∩P2 respectively. Let κ :P1 ×I → P1,
τ :P2 × I → P2 be such isotopies. By a tapering argument, we can extend κ and τ and get
κ˜ : (P1 ∪Q1 ∪R1)× I → (P1 ∪ Q1 ∪R1) and τ˜ : (P2 ∪Q2 ∪R2)× I → (P2 ∪Q2 ∪R2)
so that κ˜t is id on y1 ∪ z1 and τ˜t is id on y1 ∪ z1 for all t ∈ I . By gluing these extensions
we get an isotopy ϑ on No.
By the classification of isotopy classes of arcs (relative to the boundary) on an annulus,
ϑ1(φ(n′))∩(R1 ∪R2) can be isotoped to tkzo (no)∩(R1 ∪R2) for some k ∈ Z. Let us call this
isotopy µ. Let µ˜ denote the extension by id to No. Similarly, ϑ1(φ(n′))∩ (Q1 ∪Q2) can be
isotoped to t lyo (no)∩ (Q1 ∪Q2) for some l ∈ Z. Let us call this isotopy ν. Let ν˜ denote the
extension by id to No. By “gluing” the two isotopies µ˜ and ν˜, we get a new isotopy, ε, on
No. We have t−lyo (t
−k
zo
(ε1(ϑ1(φ(n′))))) = no. Clearly, t−lyo ◦ t−kzo ◦ ε1 ◦ ϑ1 fixes co, xo, yo, zo.
So, we get t−lyo ◦ t−kzo ◦ ε1 ◦ ϑ1 ◦ φ : (N ′, c′, x′, y′, z′, n′) → (No, co, xo, yo, zo, no). Note
that c′ = ∂i . Let χ = t−lyo ◦ t−kzo ◦ ε1 ◦ ϑ1 ◦ φ. Because of the intersection information we
also have that χ(m1) is isotopic to either mo or mˆo where mˆo is the curve that we get
from mo by reflecting the picture in Fig. 12(i) about the plane of the paper. Let ρ be
this reflection. We have ρ(mo) = mˆo. If χ(m1) is isotopic to mo, we let m′ = χ−1(mo),
and we get χ : (N ′, c′, x′, y′, z′,m′, n′) → (No, co, xo, yo, zo,mo,no). If χ(m1) is iso-
topic to mˆo, we let m′ = χ−1(mˆo), and we get ρ−1 ◦ χ : (N ′, c′, x′, y′, z′,m′, n′) →
(No, co, xo, yo, zo,mo,no). This proves the lemma. 
Let i be an essential properly embedded arc on R. Let A be a boundary component
of R which has one end point of i and B be the boundary component of R which has
the other end point of i. Let N be a regular neighborhood of i ∪ A ∪ B in R. By Euler
characteristic arguments, N is a pair of pants. The boundary components of N are called
encoding circles of i on R. The set of isotopy classes of nontrivial encoding circles on R is
called the encoding simplex, ∆i , of i (and of [i]). An essential properly embedded arc i on
R is called type 1 if it joins one boundary component ∂k of R to itself. It is called type 1.1
if ∂k ∪ i has a regular neighborhood N in R which has only one circle on its boundary
which is inessential w.r.t. R. Note that this inessential circle is ∂k . If N has two circles on
its boundary which are inessential w.r.t. R, then i is called type 1.2. We call i to be type 2,
if it joins two different boundary components of R to each other. An element [i] ∈ V(R) is
called type 1.1 (1.2, 2) if it has a type 1.1 (1.2, 2) representative. i is called nonseparating
if its complement in R is connected.
In Lemma 3.8 we will use ∂1, ∂2, . . . , ∂p notation together with the ∂1, ∂2, . . . , ∂p no-
tation for the boundary components of R, {∂1, . . . , ∂p} = {∂1, . . . , ∂p}. We will show that
λ gives a natural correspondence {∂1, . . . , ∂p} → {∂1, . . . , ∂p}. Using this lemma we will
show that λ induces a map λ∗ :V(R) → V(R) with certain properties.
Lemma 3.8. Let ∂k ⊆ ∂R for some k ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then there exists a unique ∂l ∈ ∂R for
some l ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that if i is a properly embedded essential arc on R connecting ∂k
to itself, then there exists a properly embedded arc j on R connecting ∂l to itself such that
λ(∆i) = ∆j .
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separating type 1 arc connecting ∂k to itself. Assume that there are two distinct boundary
components ∂r and ∂t of R such that each of them satisfy the statement, i.e. there exist
properly embedded arcs, j1, connecting ∂r to itself, and j2, connecting ∂t to itself, such
that λ(∆i) = ∆j1 and λ(∆i) = ∆j2 . We have ∆j1 = ∆j2 . Note that a properly embedded
essential arc i is type 1.1 iff ∆i has exactly 2 elements. Otherwise ∆i has 1 element. Since
i is nonseparating type 1, it is type 1.1. Since λ(∆i) = ∆j1 and λ(∆i) = ∆j2 and λ is in-
jective, j1 and j2 are type 1.1. We can choose a pairwise disjoint representative set {a, b}
of ∆j1 on R. Since ∆j1 = ∆j2 , {a, b} is a pairwise disjoint representative set for ∆j2 on R.
The curves a, b and ∂r bound a pair of pants, P , on R containing an arc, j ′1, isotopic to j1.
Similarly, a, b, ∂t bound a pair of pants, Q, on R containing an arc, j ′2, isotopic to j2. Let
us cut R along a and b. P is the connected component of Ra∪b containing ∂r and Q is the
connected component of Ra∪b containing ∂t . P = Q since ∂t is not in P and ∂t is in Q.
P and Q are distinct connected components meeting along a and b. Hence, R is P ∪ Q,
a torus with two holes which gives a contradiction since the genus of R is at least 2. So, at
most one boundary component of R can satisfy the statement.
Now, we will show the existence: Since i is nonseparating type 1, ∆i contains two
isotopy classes of nontrivial circles in R. Let P ′ be a pairwise disjoint representative set
of λ(∆i). Since the genus of R is at least 2 and peripheral pairs are mapped to peripheral
pairs, we can see that P ′ and a boundary component of R bounds a unique pair of pants
Q in R, which has only one inessential boundary component. Let ∂l(i) be this inessential
boundary component. Let j be an essential properly embedded arc connecting ∂l(i) to itself
in Q. So we have λ(∆i) = ∆j .
Now, to see that ∂l(i) is independent of the nonseparating type 1 arc i connecting ∂k to
itself, we prove the following claim:
Claim 1. If we start with two type 1 nonseparating arcs i and j starting and ending on ∂k ,
then ∂l(i) = ∂l(j).
Proof. Let i and j be nonseparating type 1 arcs connecting ∂k to itself. W.l.o.g. we can
assume that i and j have minimal intersection. First, we prove that there is a sequence
j = r0 → r1 → ·· · → rn+1 = i of essential properly embedded nonseparating type 1 arcs
joining ∂k to itself so that each consecutive pair is disjoint, i.e. the isotopy classes of these
arcs define a path in B(R), between i and j .
If |i ∩ j | = 0, then take r0 = j , r1 = i. Assume that |i ∩ j | = m > 0. We orient i and j
arbitrarily. We define two arcs in the following way: Start on the boundary component ∂k ,
on one side of the beginning point of j and continue along j without intersecting j , till the
last intersection point along i. We would like to follow i, without intersecting j , until we
reach ∂k . So, if we are on the correct side of j we do this; if not, we change our starting
side from the beginning and follow the construction. This gives us an arc, say j1. We define
j2, another arc, by changing the orientation of j and following the same construction. It is
easy to see that j1, j2 are disjoint properly embedded arcs connecting ∂k to itself as i and
j do. One can see that j1, j2 are essential arcs since i, j intersect minimally. In Fig. 13,
we show the beginning and the end points of i, the essential intersections of i, j , and j1, j2
near the end point of i on ∂k .
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|i ∩ j1| < m, |i ∩ j2| < m since we eliminated at least one intersection with i. We also
have |j1 ∩ j | = |j2 ∩ j | = 0 since we never intersected j in the construction. Notice that j1
and j2 are not oriented, and i is oriented. It is easy to see from the construction that one of
j1 or j2 has to be nonseparating type 1 arc, since j is a nonseparating type 1 arc.
Let r1 ∈ {j1, j2} and r1 be nonseparating type 1. By the construction, we get |i∩r1| <m,
|j ∩ r1| = 0. Now, using i and r1 in place of i and j we can define a new nonseparating
type 1 arc r2, with the properties |i ∩ r2| < |i ∩ r1|, |r1 ∩ r2| = 0. By an inductive argument,
we get a sequence of nonseparating type 1 arcs connecting ∂k to itself such that every
consecutive pair is disjoint, i = rn+1 → rn → rn−1 → ·· · → r1 → r0 = j . This gives us
a special path between i and j in B(R). The elements in every consecutive pair are either
linked or unlinked. We can see models for regular neighborhoods of the union of the arcs in
each consecutive pair and ∂k by using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5. By the results of Lemmas 3.6
and 3.7, we can see that both elements in every consecutive pair give us the same boundary
component. Hence, by using the sequence given above, we conclude that i and j give us
the same boundary component. This proves Claim 1. 
Let io be a properly embedded nonseparating type 1 arc on R connecting ∂k to itself.
Let ∂l = ∂l(io). If i is a properly embedded, nonseparating type 1 arc on R connecting ∂k
to itself, then by the arguments given above we have ∂l = ∂l(i), and there exists a properly
embedded arc j on R connecting ∂l to itself such that λ(∆i) = ∆j .
Suppose that i is a nontrivial properly embedded separating type 1 arc on R connecting
∂k to itself. It is easy to see that we can find an essential circle v and a nonseparating type 1
arc w, connecting ∂k to itself such that ∂k ∪ i ∪w has a regular neighborhood, N , which is
a sphere with four boundary components, as shown in Fig. 14. Let x, y, z,h, v be as shown
in the figure. Notice that x and h are encoding circles of w. Since w is a nonseparating
Fig. 14. Unlinked arcs and their encoding circles.
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curves x′ ∈ λ([x]), h′ ∈ λ([h]), v′ ∈ λ([v]), a subsurface N ′ ⊆ R and a homeomorphism
χ : (N ′, ∂k′ , x′, y′, z′, h′, v′) → (N, ∂k, x, y, z,h, v) where y′ and z′ are some representa-
tives of λ([y]) and λ([z]) respectively if y and z are essential circles, and otherwise y′ and
z′ are some boundary components of R.
Let j be an arc connecting ∂k′ to itself in the pair of pants determined by ∂k′ , v′, y′ and
w′ be an arc connecting ∂k′ to itself in the pair of pants determined by ∂k′ , x′, h′. We have
λ(∆i) = ∆j . Notice that since w is a nonseparating type 1 arc, so is w′. Since j and w′
connect ∂k
′
to itself, and w′ is a nonseparating type 1 arc, by using the previous arguments,
we see that ∂l = ∂k′ . So, the correspondence that we get on boundary components of R
using nonseparating type 1 arcs is the same as the one that we get by using separating type
1 arcs. Hence, ∂l is the boundary component that we want. 
We define a map σ : {∂1, . . . , ∂p} → {∂1, . . . , ∂p} using the correspondence which is
given by Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.9. Let [i] ∈ V(R). If i connects ∂k to ∂l on R where k, l ∈ {1, . . . , p}, then there
exists a unique [j ] ∈ V(R) such that j connects σ(∂k) to σ(∂l) and λ(∆i) = ∆j .
Proof. Let [i] ∈ V(R) and let i connect ∂k to ∂l on R where k, l ∈ {1, . . . , p}. If ∂k = ∂l ,
there exists a nontrivial properly embedded arc, j , connecting σ(∂k) to itself such that
λ(∆i) = ∆j by Lemma 3.8. If ∂k = ∂l , we can see the existence of j as follows: Let a
be a properly embedded nontrivial nonseparating arc which connects ∂k to itself and let b
be a properly embedded nontrivial nonseparating arc which connects ∂l to itself such that
a, b, i are pairwise disjoint and they are on a subsurface, N , which is a sphere with four
boundary components, as shown in Fig. 15. Let h,v, y, z be as shown in the figure.
Since a and b are nonseparating, y and z are essential circles. By Lemma 3.6, there
exists a subsurface N ′, representatives h′, v′, y′, z′ in λ([h]), λ([v]), λ([y]), λ([z]) respec-
tively and two boundary components, ∂r , ∂t of R and a homeomorphism χ : (N, ∂k, ∂l, v,
h, y, z) → (N ′, ∂r , ∂t , v′, h′, y′, z′). By the proof of Lemma 3.8, we see that ∂r =
σ(∂k), ∂
t = σ(∂l). Let j be a properly embedded arc connecting σ(∂k) to σ(∂l) in the
pair of pants bounded by σ(∂k), σ (∂l) and h′. So, we have λ(∆i) = ∆j .
Now, let e be an essential properly embedded arc in R such that e connects σ(∂k) to
σ(∂l) and λ(∆i) = ∆e . We have ∆e = ∆j = λ(∆i). Let Q be a regular neighborhood of
e ∪ σ(∂k) ∪ σ(∂l). Since ∆e = ∆j , there is a properly embedded arc j1 isotopic to j in
Fig. 15. Arcs on sphere with four holes.
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are isotopic. So [j ] = [e]. Hence, [j ] is the unique isotopy class in R such that j connects
σ(∂k) to σ(∂l) and λ(∆i) = ∆j . 
λ induces a unique map λ∗ :V(R) → V(R) such that if [i] ∈ V(R) then λ∗([i]) is the
unique isotopy class corresponding to [i] where the correspondence is given by Lemma 3.9.
Using the results of the following lemmas, we will prove that λ∗ extends to an injective
simplicial map on B(R).
Lemma 3.10. λ∗ :V(R) → V(R) extends to a simplicial map λ∗ :B(R) → B(R).
Proof. It is enough to prove that if two distinct isotopy classes of essential properly em-
bedded arcs on R have disjoint representatives, then their images under λ∗ have disjoint
representatives. Let a, b be two disjoint representatives of two distinct classes in V(R). Let
∂1, . . . , ∂p be the boundary components of R. We consider the following cases:
Case 1: Assume that there is no common boundary among the boundaries that a and b
connect. Let ∂i, ∂j be the boundary components that a starts and ends, and let ∂m, ∂n be
the boundary components that b starts and ends where i, j = 1, . . . , p and m,n = 1, . . . , p
and {m,n} ∩ {i, j} = ∅. Since a ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂j is disjoint from b ∪ ∂m ∪ ∂n, we can find disjoint
regular neighborhoods, N1, of a ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂j and N2 of b ∪ ∂m ∪ ∂n on R, which give us two
disjoint pair of pants. By using Lemma 2.12 and the definition of λ∗, it is easy to see that
the corresponding arcs (images) will have disjoint representatives.
Case 2: Assume that a, b are unlinked, connecting ∂i to itself for some i = 1, . . . , p. By
Lemma 3.2, there is a homeomorphism φ such that (S24 , ao, bo) ∼=φ (N,a, b) where N is
a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i in R and ao, bo are as shown in Fig. 16(i). By using
Lemma 3.6 and the definition of λ∗, we see that images have disjoint representatives.
Case 3: Assume that a connects one boundary component ∂i to itself for some i =
1, . . . , p, and b connects ∂i to ∂k for some k = i. By Lemma 3.3, there is a homeomorphism
φ such that (S24 , ao, bo) ∼=φ (N,a, b) where N is a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂k
in R and ao, bo are as shown in Fig. 16(ii). By using Lemma 3.6 and the definition of λ∗,
we see that the images have disjoint representatives.
Case 4: Assume that a connects ∂i to ∂j and b connects ∂i to ∂k where k = i, i =
j, j = k. By Lemma 3.4, there is a homeomorphism φ such that (S24 , ao, bo) ∼=φ (N,a, b)
Fig. 16. Arcs and their encoding circles.
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where N is a regular neighborhood of a ∪ b ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂k ∪ ∂j in R and ao, bo are as shown in
Fig. 16(iii). By using Lemma 3.6 and the definition of λ∗, as in the previous cases we see
that the images have disjoint representatives.
Case 5: Assume that a and b are both type 2 arcs connecting ∂i and ∂j .
We will first prove this case when R has at least 3 boundary components. Let ∂k be a
boundary component different from ∂i and ∂j . Let e and l be disjoint properly embedded
arcs which are disjoint from a, b such that e connects ∂i to ∂k , l connects ∂j to ∂k and a, e, l
are in a subsurface N , which is a sphere with 4 holes, of R as shown in Fig. 17(i). By apply-
ing the result of case 4 to each pair in {a, e, l}, we can find disjoint representatives a1, e1 of
λ∗([a]), λ∗([e]) respectively, disjoint representatives a2, l1 of λ∗([a]), λ∗([l]) respectively,
and disjoint representatives e2, l2 of λ∗([e]), λ∗([l]) respectively. By using Lemmas 3.4
and 3.6 we can choose disjoint representatives a′, e′, l′ of λ∗([a]), λ∗([e]), λ∗([l]) respec-
tively, a subsurface N ′ ⊆ R and a homeomorphism (N ′, a′, e′, l′) → (N,a, e, l) where
N,a, e, l are as shown in Fig. 17(i). Since b and e are disjoint and b connects ∂i to ∂j and
e connects ∂i to ∂k , by using case 4, we can choose a representative b1 of λ∗([b]) which is
disjoint from e′. Similarly, we can choose a representative b2 of λ∗([b]) which is disjoint
from l′. Since e′ and l′ are disjoint, we can choose a representative b3 of λ∗([b]) which is
disjoint from e′ ∪ l′. Since any arc disjoint from e′ ∪ l′ can be isotoped to an arc disjoint
from a′, we see that λ([b]) has a representative which is disjoint from a′.
Now, assume that R has exactly two boundary components ∂1, ∂2. Let No,ao, bo, co, xo,
yo, zo be as shown in Fig. 17(ii). By Lemma 3.1 there is a homeomorphism φ : (No, ao, bo,
co, xo, yo, zo) → (N,a, b, ∂1, ∂2, y, z) where N is a regular neighborhood of a∪b∪∂1 ∪∂2
in R and y, z are the boundary components of N which are different from ∂1, ∂2. Since
R has exactly two boundary components, y and z are essential circles in R. By using
Lemma 2.12, we can choose pairwise disjoint representatives y′, z′ of λ([y]), λ([z]) re-
spectively, boundary components ∂1, ∂2, a subsurface N ′ ⊆ R, and a homeomorphism
χ : (N ′, ∂1, ∂2, y′, z′) → (S24 , co, xo, yo, zo). N and N ′ are spheres with four holes in R.
Since y, z are essential circles in R, the essential circles on N are essential in R. Sim-
ilarly, since y′, z′ are essential circles in R, the essential circles on N ′ are essential in
R. Furthermore, we can identify C(N) and C(N ′) with two subcomplexes of C(R) in
such a way that the isotopy class of an essential circle in N or in N ′ is identified with
the isotopy class of that circle in R. Now, suppose that α is a vertex in C(N). With this
identification α is a vertex in C(R) and α has a representative in N . As in the proof of
Lemma 3.6, we can see that λ maps C(N) ⊆ C(R) to C(N ′) ⊆ C(R). Since N and N ′
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has four boundary components, we can apply the arguments given in the proof of the first
part to see that there are disjoint representatives of λ∗([a]) and λ∗([b]) in N ′. This proves
case 5.
Case 6: Assume that a, b are linked, connecting ∂i to itself for some i = 1, . . . , p. By
Lemma 3.5, there is a homeomorphism φ : (No, ao, bo) → (N,a, b) where N is a reg-
ular neighborhood of ∂i ∪ a ∪ b in R and No,ao, bo are as in Fig. 18. Since yo, zo, co
and mo,no, co are the boundary components of regular neighborhoods of ao ∪ co and
bo ∪ co on No respectively, φ(yo),φ(zo) and φ(mo),φ(no) are encoding circles for
a and b on R respectively. We have (N,φ(co),φ(xo),φ(yo),φ(zo),φ(mo),φ(no)) ∼=
(No, co, xo, yo, zo,mo,no). Since the genus of R is at least 2, φ(xo) is an essential circle on
R. By Lemma 3.7, there exist a boundary component ∂j , representatives x′o ∈ λ([φ(xo)]),
y′o ∈ λ([φ(yo)]), z′o ∈ λ([φ(zo)]),m′o ∈ λ([φ(mo)]), n′o ∈ λ([φ(no)]), a subsurface N ′ ⊆ R,
and a homeomorphism χ : (No, co, xo, yo, zo,mo, no) → (N ′, ∂j , x′o, y′o, z′o,m′o, n′o). Since
φ(yo),φ(zo) and φ(mo),φ(no) are encoding circles for a and b on R respectively, y′o, z′o
and m′o, n′o are encoding circles for λ∗([a]), λ∗([b]) on R respectively. Existence of χ
shows that λ∗([a]), λ∗([b]) have disjoint representatives. χ(ao) and χ(bo) are disjoint
representatives for λ∗([a]), λ∗([b]) respectively.
We have shown in all the cases that if two vertices have disjoint representatives, then
λ∗ sends them to two vertices which have disjoint representatives. Hence, λ∗ extends to
a simplicial map λ∗ :B(R) → B(R). 
Lemma 3.11. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. The map
λ∗ :B(R) → B(R) is injective.
Proof. It is enough to prove that λ∗ is injective on the vertex set, V(R). Let [i], [j ] ∈ V(R)
such that λ∗([i]) = λ∗([j ]) = [k]. By the definition of λ∗, the type of [i] and [j ] are
the same. Assume they are both type 1.1. Let {[x], [y]} and {[z], [t]} be the encoding
simplices for [i] and [j ] respectively. So {λ([x]), λ([y])} and {λ([z]), λ([t])} are encod-
ing simplices of [k]. So, {λ([x]), λ([y])} = {λ([z]), λ([t])}. Since λ is injective, we get
{[x], [y]} = {[z], [t]}. This implies that [i] = [j ], because the genus of R is at least two.
The other cases can be proven similar to the first case by using the injectivity of λ. 
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uses the Connectivity Theorem for Elementary Moves of Mosher, [8], appropriately re-
stated for surfaces with boundaries. We will only state this lemma here.
Lemma 3.12. If an injection µ :B(R) → B(R) agrees with h∗ :B(R) → B(R) on a top
dimensional simplex where h∗ is induced by a homeomorphism h :R → R, then µ agrees
with h∗ on B(R).
In Lemma 3.13 we consider a special path in C(R) between the isotopy classes of curves
which are dual to a nonseparating curve c on R.
Lemma 3.13. Let c be a nonseparating simple closed curve on R. Let w and t be two
nonseparating simple closed curves which are both dual to c on R. There is a sequence
of curves dual to c such that the isotopy classes of these curves define a path between [w]
and [t] in C(R).
Proof. Let w and t be two nonseparating simple closed curves which are both dual to c
on R. W.l.o.g. we can assume that w and t have minimal intersection and they intersect c at
different points. We will prove that there is a sequence w = w0 → w1 → ·· · → wn+1 = t
of simple closed curves dual to c such that each consecutive pair is disjoint.
If |w ∩ t | = 0, then take w0 = w, w1 = t . Assume that |w ∩ t | = m > 0. Let N be a
regular neighborhood of c in R such that (w ∪ t) ∩ N is a union of two parallel arcs. Let
R1 be the complement of the interior of N in R. Let ∂1, ∂2 be the boundary components of
R1, which are the boundary components of N . Let i be the essential properly embedded
arc of t on R1. Let j be the essential properly embedded arc of w on R1. We orient i and j
so that they both start on ∂1 and end on ∂2. Following some of the techniques in the proof
of Lemma 3.8, we define an arc in the following way: Start on the boundary component
∂1 of R1, on one side of the beginning point of i and continue along i without intersecting
i, till the last intersection point of j and i along i. We would like to follow j , without
intersecting j ∪ i, until we reach ∂2. So, if we are on the correct side of j we do this; if not,
we change our starting side from the beginning and follow the construction. This gives us
an arc, say i1. We see that i1 is an essential properly embedded arc since it connects two
boundary components ∂1 and ∂2 on R1, and |j ∩ i1| < m since we eliminated at least one
intersection with j . We also have |i1 ∩ i| = 0 since we never intersected i.
Now, using j and i1 in place of j and i we can define a new properly embedded arc i2
connecting ∂1 to ∂2 such that |j ∩ i2| < |j ∩ i1|, |i1 ∩ i2| = 0. By an inductive argument, we
get a sequence of essential properly embedded arcs on R1 such that every consecutive pair
is disjoint, j = in+1 → in → in−1 → ·· · → i1 → i0 = i. Clearly, j ∪ (j ∩ N) = w. Now,
we connect the end points of in with an arc in the interior of N so that we get a simple
closed curve en which is disjoint from w and dual to c on R. We connect the end points
of in−1 with an arc in the interior of N so that we get a simple closed curve en−1 which
is disjoint from en and dual to c on R. By an inductive argument we get a sequence of
nonseparating simple closed curves w → en → en−1 → ·· · → e1 → e0 = e such that each
ei is dual to c and every consecutive pair in the sequence is disjoint.
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Dehn twist about c. Since the genus of R is at least 2, it is easy to see that for each integer
n, there is a sequence of simple closed curves dual to c such that the isotopy classes of
these curves define a path between tnc ([t]) and tn+1c ([t]) in C(R). So, there is a sequence
of curves dual to c such that the isotopy classes of them define a path between [e] and [t].
Hence, by using the result in the previous paragraph we conclude that there is a sequence
of curves dual to c such that the isotopy classes of these curves define a path between [w]
and [t] in C(R). 
Notation. A homeomorphism g :R → R induces a map g# :C(R) → C(R), where g# = [g]
and g# induces a map g∗ :B(R) → B(R) in a similar way as λ induces λ∗. Let c be
a nonseparating simple closed curve on R. Let Rc be the cut surface and let c+, c−
be the two boundary components of Rc which comes from cutting R along c. Consid-
ering how λ induced λ∗ and using the techniques of [3], it is easy to see that λ in-
duces a superinjective simplicial map λc :C(Rc) → C(Rd) and an injective simplicial map
(λc)∗ :B(Rc) → B(Rd) where λ([c]) = [d].
Now, we prove the following lemma which gives a proof of Ivanov’s cutting argument
which was used by him in [5].
Lemma 3.14. Let λ :C(R) → C(R) be a superinjective simplicial map. Assume that for any
nonseparating simple closed curve c on R, λc agrees with a map, (gc)# :C(Rc) → C(Rd),
which is induced by a homeomorphism gc :Rc → Rd where gc({c+, c−}) = {d+, d−} and
λ([c]) = [d]. Then λ agrees with a map h# :C(R) → C(R) which is induced by a homeo-
morphism h :R → R.
Proof. Let c be a nonseparating simple closed curve and (gc)# :C(Rc) → C(Rd) be a sim-
plicial map induced by a homeomorphism gc :Rc → Rd where gc({c+, c−}) = {d+, d−}
and λ([c]) = [d] such that λc agrees with (gc)# on C(Rc). Let g be a homeomorphism of R
which cuts to a homeomorphism Rc → Rd which is isotopic to gc. Each homeomorphism
of R which cut to a homeomorphism Rc → Rd which is isotopic to gc, is isotopic to an
element in the set {gtnc , n ∈ Z}, [1]. It is easy to see that λc agrees with ((gtnc )c)# on C(Rc)
for all n ∈ Z.
Let w be a simple closed curve which is dual to c (i.e. w intersects c transversely once
and there is no other intersection). Let P be a regular neighborhood of c ∪w. P is a genus
one surface with one boundary component. Let y be the boundary component of P . We
have i([c], [y]) = 0, i([w], [y]) = 0, and i([c], [w]) = 1. Since λ is superinjective we have
i(λ([c]), λ([y])) = 0, i(λ([w]), λ([y])) = 0 and i(λ([c]), λ([w])) = 1.
Let Q be the genus one subsurface with one boundary component of R which has g(y)
as its boundary. It is easy to see that g(c) = d ⊆ Q, g(w) ⊆ Q and g(w) is dual to d , since
w is dual to c.
Since [y] ∈ C(Rc), λ([y]) = g#([y]) = [g(y)]. We have [d] = λ([c]) = g#([c]),
i(λ([c]), λ([y])) = 0, i(λ([w]), λ([y])) = 0 and i(λ([c]), λ([w])) = 1. Since d ∈ λ([c]),
g(y) ∈ λ([y]), and d and g(y) are disjoint, we can choose a simple closed curve
w′ ∈ λ([w]) such that w′ is in Int(Q) and w′ is dual to d . It follows that g−1(w′) is
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there exists mc ∈ Z such that tmcc ([w]) = [g−1(w′)]. So, gtmcc ([w]) = [w′]. This shows that
gt
mc
c agrees with λ on [w] since λ([w]) = [w′].
Consider the set B of isotopy classes of simple closed curves which are disjoint from
c on R. Let Lc be the subcomplex of C(R) having B as the vertex set such that a set of
vertices forms a simplex in Lc if they form a simplex in C(R). We identify C(Rc) with Lc.
Let Dc be the set of isotopy classes of simple closed curves which are dual to c on R.
Claim 1. (gtmcc )# agrees with λ on {[c]} ∪Lc ∪Dc.
Proof. It is clear that (gtmcc )#([c]) = λ([c]) = [d]. Since (gc)# agrees with λc on C(Rc),
(gt
mc
c )# agrees with λ on Lc.
We have seen that gtmcc agrees with λ on [w]. Let w1 be a simple closed curve which
is disjoint from w and dual to c. As we described before, there exists m˜c ∈ Z such that
λ agrees with gtm˜cc on [w1]. Since w and w1 are disjoint, i(λ([w]), λ([w1])) = 0. If
mc = m˜c then i((gtmcc )(w), gtm˜cc (w1)) = 0 (since both w and w1 are dual to c). Since
λ([w]) = (gtmcc )([w]) and λ([w1]) = (gtm˜cc )([w1]), we would get i(λ([w]), λ([w1])) = 0,
which gives a contradiction. Therefore, mc = m˜c . We see that (gtmcc )# agrees with λ on
{[c]} ∪Lc ∪ {[w] ∪ [w1]}.
Let t be a curve which is dual to c. By Lemma 3.13, there is a path in C(R) between
[w] and [t] consisting of isotopy classes of simple closed curves dual to c. By using the
sequence and the argument given above, we conclude that (gtmcc )# agrees with λ on Dc.
Hence, (gtmcc )# agrees with λ on {[c]} ∪Lc ∪Dc. This proves Claim 1. Let hc = gtmcc . We
have that (hc)# agrees with λ on {[c]} ∪Lc ∪Dc. 
Claim 2. Let v be a nonseparating simple closed curve on R. We have (hc)# = (hv)# = λ
on C(R).
Proof. Since the genus of R is at least 2, we can find a sequence of nonseparating simple
closed curves connecting c to v such that each consecutive pair is disjoint. Refining this
sequence, we can get a sequence c → c1 → ·· · → cn = v of nonseparating simple closed
curves connecting c to v such that each consecutive pair in this sequence is simultaneously
nonseparating.
Let us consider the first consecutive pair in the sequence, c, c1. Since {c, c1} is simulta-
neously nonseparating, it can be completed to a set G (shown in Fig. 19, for g = 3,p = 3),
see [6], such that the isotopy classes of Dehn twists about the elements of this set gen-
erate PModR and all the curves in this set are (i) either disjoint from c or dual to c, and
Fig. 19. A configuration of circles.
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c or dual to c, by Claim 1 we have that (hc)#([x]) = λ([x]) for every x ∈ G. Similarly,
since all the curves in G are either disjoint from c1 or dual to c1, by Claim 1 we have
(hc1)#([x]) = λ([x]) for every x ∈ G. Hence, (hc)#([x]) = λ([x]) = (hc1)#([x]) for every
x ∈ G. We have (hc)# = (hc1)# since (h−1c hc1)# ∈ C(PModR) = {1}. 
By using our sequence, with an inductive argument we get that (hc)# = (hv)# on C(R)
and (hc)# = (hv)# = λ on {[c]} ∪ {[v]} ∪ Lc ∪ Dc ∪ Lv ∪ Dv . In particular we see that,
(hc)# agrees with λ on any nonseparating curve v and on Lv . Since every separating curve
is in the link, Lr , of some nonseparating curve r , we see that (hc)# agrees with λ on C(R).
This proves the lemma. 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We have proven that λ is an injective simplicial map which preserves the geometric
intersection 0 and 1. If the number of boundary components of R is at least 2, using these
properties and following N.V. Ivanov’s proof of his Theorem 1.1 [5], it can be seen that
λ∗ agrees with a map, h#, induced by a homeomorphism h :R → R on a top dimensional
simplex in B(R). By Lemma 3.12, λ∗ agrees with h# on B(R). Now it is easy to see that λ
agrees with a map h∗ on C(R).
If the number of boundary components of R is exactly one, we cut R along a nonseparat-
ing simple closed curve, c, on R. Let Rc be this cut surface and let c+, c− be the two bound-
ary components of Rc which comes from cutting R along c. By considering how λ induced
λ∗ and using the techniques of [3], it is easy to see that λ induces a superinjective sim-
plicial map λc :C(Rc) → C(Rd), and an injective simplicial map (λc)∗ :B(Rc) → B(Rd)
where λ([c]) = [d]. Since Rc and Rd have 3 boundary components, by adapting the argu-
ments given in the paragraph above and using Lemma 2.12, we see that λc agrees with a
map (gc)# on C(Rc) where (gc)# is induced by a homeomorphism gc :Rc → Rd such that
gc({c+, c−}) = {d+, d−}. We can do this argument for any nonseparating simple closed
curve on R. Hence, by using Lemma 3.13, we conclude that λ agrees with a map h#,
which is induced by a homeomorphism h :R → R, on C(R).
We note that in [3], we referred to Ivanov’s cutting arguments for the result of the
corresponding theorem. The proof of the cutting argument given in Lemma 3.14 can be
adapted easily to that case.
4. Injective homomorphisms of subgroups of mapping class groups
Let K be a finite index subgroup of the extended mapping class group, Mod∗R , of R. We
give a complete description of injective homomorphisms from K to Mod∗R in our second
main theorem that is stated below.
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a finite index subgroup of Mod∗R and f be an injective homo-
morphism, f :K → Mod∗ . Then f is induced by a homeomorphism of the surface R (i.e.R
1340 E. Irmak / Topology and its Applications 153 (2006) 1309–1340for some g ∈ Mod∗R , f (k) = gkg−1 for all k ∈ K) and f has a unique extension to an
automorphism of Mod∗R .
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows similar to the proof of Theorem 5.12 given
in [3], by using our Theorem 1.1, the techniques given in [3] and the result from [1] that
the maximal rank of an Abelian subgroup of Mod∗R is 3g − 3 + p. 
Theorem 4.1 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Any subgroup of finite index in the extended mapping class group Mod∗R is
co-Hopfian.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1.1 and the complete description of injective homomor-
phisms from K to Mod∗R for surfaces of genus 2 with at most one boundary component are
given in [4].
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